Press speaks for IoBM on HEC rating!

Enclosed please find coverage so far on our press release/letter clarifying our case before the print media pertaining to the recent HEC ranking of business schools. Nine items attached, including our press release issued on this occasion. More expected.
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Encl: 8 news items plus a copy of our press release
IoBM rejects HEC ranking

KARACHI: Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent ranking released by the Higher Education Commission (HEC), said a release issued by the institute, here on Sunday.

In a joint statement, they stated that they believed that HEC had ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance was not incorporated, they claimed, adding that it was more distressful to note that IoBM, which always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools, its faculty and placement of graduates were ranked so low.

They were of the view that mistakes made by the HEC were also obvious from the press, protests by other universities and articles appearing in the press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking.

IoBM faculty members strongly demanded to review the ranking.

Faculty members said that once the data is carefully scrutinized, IoBM would be one of the top business schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region, they added. Staff report.
Questionable HEC rankings

KARACHI: Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent rankings released by the Higher Education Commission (HEC). They believe that the HEC has ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the Institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance were not incorporated. It is more distressful to note that the IoBM which has always enjoyed a reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low.

IoBM faculty members have demanded that the HEC revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by HEC chairman himself in a column published in this paper recently. Faculty members strongly feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized, the IoBM will be one of the top business schools of Pakistan.

Professor Dr Akhlaq Ahmed
Adviser to president and director
Institute of Business Management
Hey HEC, IoBM is better than that!

KARACHI - Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) has rejected its ranking released recently by the Higher Education Commission (HEC).

In a statement issued on Saturday, the faculty members said they believe the HEC ignored or misinterpreted the data submitted by the institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance was not incorporated.

"It is more distressful to note that the IoBM, which has always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low," they said.

"Mistakes made by the HEC are also obvious protests by other universities and articles appearing in the press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking," they added. The IoBM faculty members demanded that the HEC revisit the data and also implement the shortcomings recently mentioned by the HEC chairman himself.

The faculty members said they feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized, the IoBM will be one of the top business schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world's business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region, they pointed out.
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Tel: 021-35091905, 111-002-004, ext. 334 Cell: 0334-3013971
A cause for concern

Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent ranking released by HEC. They believe that HEC has ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the Institute. Crucial data on Teaching, Research and Quality Assurance were not incorporated. It is more distressful to note that IoBM which has always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low.

Mistakes made by HEC are also obvious from the Press, protests by other universities and articles appearing in the Press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking. IoBM faculty members have demanded that HEC revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by Chairman HEC himself in the press recently. Faculty members strongly feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized IoBM will be one of the top Business Schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region.

PROF. DR. AKHLAQ AHMED
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Senior faculty members of IoBM reject HEC’s rating

By Staff Reporter

KARACHI: Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent ranking released by HEC. They believe that HEC has ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the Institute. Crucial data on Teaching, Research and Quality Assurance were not incorporated. It is more distressful to note that IoBM which has always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low.

Mistakes made by HEC are also obvious from the Press, protests by other universities and articles appearing in the Press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking. IoBM faculty members have demanded that HEC revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by Chairman HEC himself in the press recently. Faculty members strongly feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized IoBM will be one of the top Business Schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region.
March 11, 2012

Institute of Business Management (IoBM) rejected its ranking released recently by the Higher Education Commission (HEC)

KARACHI - Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) has rejected its ranking released recently by the Higher Education Commission (HEC).

In a statement issued on Saturday, the faculty members said they believe the HEC ignored or misinterpreted the data submitted by the institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance was not incorporated.

"It is more distressful to note that the IoBM, which has always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low," they said.

"Mistakes made by the HEC are also obvious protests by other universities and articles appearing in the press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking," they added.

The IoBM faculty members demanded that the HEC revisit the data and also implement the shortcomings recently mentioned by the HEC chairman himself.

The faculty members said they feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized, the IoBM will be one of the top business schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region, they pointed out.
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KARACHI: Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent rankings released by the Higher Education Commission (HEC). They believe that the HEC has ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the Institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance were not incorporated. It is more distressful to note that the IoBM which has always enjoyed a reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low.

IoBM faculty members have demanded that the HEC revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by HEC chairman himself in a column published in this paper recently. Faculty members strongly feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized, the IoBM will be one of the top business schools of Pakistan.

Professor Dr Akhlaq Ahmed, Adviser to president and director Institute of Business Management
Institute of Business Management (IoBM) rejects Higher Education Commission HEC ranking

KARACHI: Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent ranking released by the Higher Education Commission (HEC), said a release issued by the institute, here on Sunday.

In a joint statement, they stated that they believed that HEC had ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the institute. Crucial data on teaching, research and quality assurance was not incorporated, they claimed adding that it was more distressful to note that IoBM, which always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools, its faculty and placement of graduates were ranked so low.

They were of the view that mistakes made by the HEC were also obvious from the press, protests by other universities and articles appearing in the press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking.

IoBM faculty members demanded of the HEC to revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by chairman HEC himself in the press recently. Faculty members strongly demanded to review the ranking.

They said that once the data is carefully scrutinized, IoBM would be one of the top business schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region.
MORE CONCERNS ON HEC RATING

Senior faculty members of the Institute of Business Management (IoBM) have rejected the recent ranking released by HEC. They believe that HEC has ignored or misinterpreted data submitted by the Institute. Crucial data on Teaching, Research and Quality Assurance were not incorporated. It is more distressful to note that IoBM which has always enjoyed reputation as one of the top tier business schools evidenced by its quality of intake, faculty and placement of graduates, was ranked so low.

Mistakes made by HEC are also obvious from the Press, protests by other universities and articles appearing in the Press by individuals supporting the fact of unfair ranking.

IoBM faculty members have demanded that HEC revisit the data and also implement those shortcomings as mentioned by Chairman HEC himself in the press recently. Faculty members strongly feel that once the data is carefully scrutinized IoBM will be one of the top Business Schools of Pakistan. Ed Universal, Paris, in its rankings of the world’s business schools, has already ranked IoBM as one of the best business schools of the region.
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